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Hi, I’m Albie!

My passion for decoding spaces is the culmination of 
nearly a decade of retail visual merchandising and 
freelance marketing. Using my experience of space 
design and storytelling, I launched an online interior 
design and concierge shopping service. What was once a 
curated, bi-monthly decor subscription box, Decor 
Discovery, has evolved into an online inspiration 
destination for decor styling and shopping centered 
around my blog, video, and social media content.  

As both a designer and stylist, I specialize in connecting 
my decor-obsessed audience with beautiful pieces and 

functional design to transform their ordinary spaces into extraordinary dreamscapes. With 
an exceptional eye for online re-design and vignette styling, I have had the honor of 
working with clients and brands all over the country through the power of online interior 
design.  

After nearly three years of serving others through the 
power of online interior design, I have expanded my 
passion for designpreneurship in the digital space by 
founding The Design Influence, a podcast and online 
community tailored to support the needs of designers 
looking to better navigate the online space for their 
businesses. 

Summer 2019, I will be releasing my first published book, Curate The Home You’re In: 
Effortlessly Create Your Everyday Dreamscape. The self-published title will serve to 
encourage homeowners and renters alike to fall in love with their spaces again. Filled with 
practical advice and personal anecdotes, I share ways that we can create the homes that we 
love… right now. It will be available for sale, hard cover and paperback, via online retailers 
Barnes and Noble and Amazon.  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http://www.thedesigninfluence.com
http://www.curateddreamscapes.com
http://www.curateddreamscapes.com
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Who Have I Worked With? 
As both interior designer and content creator, I have been able to work with brands to 
showcase renter-friendly design, stylish storage solutions, and creating effortless 
dreamscapes.  

Over the past year, I have partnered with: 
•  Nest Bedding    •  WallPlanks 
•  Lumens    •  The Smart Tiles 
•  Apt2B    •  Brooklinen 
•  Simplify Storage   •  Framebridge 

In addition to the aforementioned home brands, I have also 
partnered with lifestyle brands Fabletics and Patchology — for me 
interior design is about the lifestyle, as much as it is about the 
home.  
 

Where Can You Find Me? 
During my career, I have been a panel speaker at High Point Market, a 
guest on various interior design podcasts, a guest blogger for online 
publications, and a featured participant in the 2019 Design Bloggers 
Tour for High Point Market. 

Currently, you can find find me on my inspiration and design blog 
and The Design Influence podcast across major podcast platforms.  

On my listed social media channels, @albieknows, I am growing my 
brand and dispensing my own brand of “design therapy” as a wife, 
mom, and designpreneur.  

How Can We Connect? 
As someone who loves to share and teach, I am open to collaborations for product reviews, 
styled shoots, guest posting, and other interior design related partnerships. We can always 
chat albie@albieknows.design.
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